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Fixing Details

100mm module length 

200mm between modules

Fixing bracket  hole diameter = 4 mm

Adjustable aiming angle 
mounting bracket

Individually addressable via DMX modules

Use relevant screws and �xings 
suitable for mounting material.

IP65

The connection cable must be installed so that it does not come in contact with the lamp even when rotated.

If cable on �xture is damaged then product should be returned to Radiant Architectural Lighting to be replaced.

Luminaires and control gear which are not suited for each other may cause damage to each other or prevent
proper operation. When reconnecting the cable, be sure to observe correct polarity . Incorrectly connected cables can 
damage the luminaire.

Before cleaning, disconnect from mains supply and allow luminaire to cool.

In accordance with EU Directive WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment), luminaires must not
be disposed of with other household waste. At the end of their life, luminaires must be taken to the appropriate local 
facility available for the disposal or recycling of electronic products.

Warning. Risk of electrocution/electric shock. Before carrying out maintenance and installation on the luminaire,
disconnect from the mains supply and any control wiring, and ensure that all power is switched o�.

The luminaire is suitable for use in wet enviroments.
When installing, always observe the national installation and accident prevention regulations.

Position luminaire so as to avoid operation in direct sunlight or near other sources of heat. High ambient temperatures 
reduce the life and e�ciency of the control gear and LED modules.
 
The safety distance between luminaire and directly illuminated objects in the lamp’s beam direction is indicated by the 
symbol              .  Any clearance less than the safety distance may damage the illuminated objects or present a �re hazard.

The luminaire should be installed in a location outside of arms reach.

Suitable for interior or exterior.

LEDs non user replaceable , return to factory.

Do not look directly at LEDs

Safety

Up to 2 meters
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Only connect max 300 watts per power
supply. 

The power supplies and the dimmer module in each zone must

be connected to same phase mains supply
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